
New York, NY (July 11, 2019) — High Line Art announces Sensation 1/This Interior, a new 
dance performance by Ligia Lewis. The performance takes place on the High Line in the 14th 
Street Passage on July 23, 24, and 25, 2019, at 7:30pm each night. Musician Twin Shadow 
scored the work, and Trinity Bobo, Emma Cohen, Rebecca Gual, Miguel Ángel Guzmán, 
Stephanie Peña, and Jumatatu M. Poe perform. Sensation 1/This Interior is organized by High 
Line Art associate curator, Melanie Kress. 

For the High Line, Lewis expands her previous solo work Sensation 1 into an hour-long 
performance for six dancers. The figure of a vocalist who holds her concluding note forms 
the basis for Sensation 1/This Interior. Lewis stretches this climactic moment into a sustained 
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articulation of feeling and affect across multiple bodies. An ecstatic choreographed form 
emerges, dissolving the singular gesture of the iconic pop diva into a collective experience.

Ligia Lewis works as a choreographer and dancer. Her affectively-charged choreographies 
span the fields of dance, theater, and visual art. Troubling the stage and the body as sites of 
stable representation, Lewis unsettles their edges by inviting frictions and ruptures into her 
creative process. The resulting experientially-rich works employ interdependence, disorder, 
and play. Lewis’ recent performance trilogy includes Water Will (in Melody) (2018), a gothic tale 
set in black and white; minor matter (2016), a poetic work illuminated by red; and Sorrow Swag 
(2014), presented in a saturated blue.

“We’re excited to present Ligia Lewis’ first public art performance here on the High Line,” says 
Associate Curator Melanie Kress. “Lewis’ compelling choreography often explores boundaries 
and interiority, and we’re thrilled that she can explore a new dimension of her work by 
translating Sensation 1 to the out of doors.”

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Ligia Lewis (b. 1983, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic) lives and works in Berlin, Germany. 
Lewis is the recipient of a Foundation for Contemporary Arts Grants Award (2018); a residency 
from the Baryshnikov Arts Center (2018); a Factory Artist residency at tanzhaus nrw (2017 – 
2019); funding from the Berlin Senate Department for Culture and Europe (2017 – 2018); a 
Bessie Award for Outstanding Production for minor matter (2017); and a Prix Jardin d’ Europe 
from ImPulsTanz for Sorrow Swag (2015).

ABOUT HIGH LINE ART
Founded in 2009, High Line Art commissions and produces a wide array of artwork, including 
site-specific commissions, exhibitions, performances, video programs, and a series of billboard 
interventions. Led by Donald R. Mullen, Jr. Director & Chief Curator of High Line Art Cecilia 
Alemani, and presented by the High Line, the art program invites artists to think of creative 
ways to engage with the unique architecture, history, and design of the park, and to foster a 
productive dialogue with the surrounding neighborhood and urban landscape. 

For further information about High Line Art, please visit thehighline.org/art.

ABOUT THE HIGH LINE
Built on a historic, elevated freight line, we reimagine public space with our communities, 
neighborhoods, and city, in partnership with NYC Parks. The High Line is a park where visitors 
can view art, walk through gardens, experience a performance, or connect with friends and 
neighbors—all while enjoying a unique perspective of New York City. We raise nearly 100% of 
the annual budget for our programming, maintenance, and operations.

SUPPORT
Lead support for High Line Art comes from Amanda and Don Mullen. Major support for High 
Line Art is provided by Shelley Fox Aarons and Philip E. Aarons, The Brown Foundation, Inc. of 
Houston, and the Charina Endowment Fund. High Line Art is supported, in part, with public 
funds from the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew 
Cuomo and the New York State Legislature, and from the New York City Department of Cultural 
Affairs in partnership with the New York City Council, under the leadership of Speaker Corey 
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MEDIA CONTACT
Janelle Grace | High Line Art Communications Manager | High Line
646.774.2536 | janelle.grace@thehighline.org

For more information, visit thehighline.org and follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram.


